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Introduction
The play of the cards at bridge is a big subject, capable of filling
many large books. In the 1970s, Roger Trézel, the great French
player and writer, had the idea of breaking up the game into
several small books, each dealing with one of the standard forms
of technique. He judged, quite rightly as it turned out, that this
scheme would appeal both to comparative beginners, who would
be able to learn the game by stages, and to experienced players
wishing to extend their knowledge of a particular branch of play.
The English version was prepared in collaboration with
Terence Reese, and appeared in eight small volumes. This new
edition, updated and revised for the modern player, presents
the eight original booklets as two larger compendiums, entitled
Accurate Cardplay and Imaginative Cardplay.
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Part I

Those Extra
Chances

The original French title of this section was Précautions et Soin,
a phrase used in medicine that is similar in meaning to the
motorist’s ‘due care and attention’. Some of the examples that
follow appear to involve safety plays, but they are not exactly
that, for there is no guarantee of success. The problem is to find
the line of play that offers the best chance.
There are several examples on standard themes such as suit
establishment, technique in finessing, avoiding a dangerous
lead, attacking the danger hand, averting a ruff, and many forms
of communication play. In every case, the right line of play can
be determined by logical analysis; the reader is not called upon
to perform feats of counting or deduction, nor is a knowledge of
endplays demanded. These are basic techniques with which the
aspiring player must be familiar.
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Example 1
There is nothing fixed about the timing of a finesse in bridge. On
many hands the declarer will postpone a finesse until the last
possible moment, hoping that somehow it can be avoided. The
deal below was different: quite early in the play the declarer took
a finesse that could not possibly gain a trick in the suit, even if
it succeeded. The finesse was nevertheless necessary because it
provided an extra entry to the dummy.
			
 953
			
 8652
			
 654
			
 A Q 10
 8 7 6 2			
 —			N
W
E
 J 10 9 8 7			
S
 J987
			
 AKJ
			
 A K J 10 9
			
 KQ
			
 K43






Q 10 4
Q743
A32
652

North-South reached an optimistic contract of 6. West led the
jack of diamonds, East won with the ace and returned a diamond
to the declarer’s king. On the ace of hearts West showed out,
discarding a diamond.
South had been hoping for an even break in hearts, but now
it was evident that he would need two finesses to pick up East’s
queen. The ace and queen of clubs would supply entries for this
purpose, but what about the third round of spades? Dropping a
doubleton queen was a slender chance.
The solution was to take an ‘unnecessary’ finesse of the ten
of clubs. When this succeeded, South was able to finesse against
the queen of spades as well as against the queen of hearts.
You may think that declarer could begin with a club to the
queen, intending to finesse the ten on the next round. But this
would give West the chance to make the fine blocking play of
the jack of clubs on the second round. Then declarer would be
unable to obtain three entries in clubs.
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Example 2
Do not allow yourself to be deflected from the right line of play
by a danger that is real in one sense, but imaginary in another:
imaginary, because if the feared distribution exists, then the
contract will be impossible anyway. The theme illustrated below
is very common.
			
 K72
			
 A53
			
 J 10 4
			
 J753
 8 5			
 8 7			 N
W
E
 A K Q 7 3			
S
 Q 10 9 6
			
 A Q J 10 4
			
 KQ62
			
 652
			
 A






963
J 10 9 4
98
K842

South was the dealer, with both sides vulnerable, and the
bidding went like this:
WEST
NORTH
EAST
SOUTH
				1
pass
2
pass
3
pass
4
all pass

It is rare for a player with such a flat hand to accept a game try
in a major, but North correctly attached importance to the good
cards in each of the suits bid by his partner.
The defense began with three rounds of diamonds. When his
partner discarded a low club on the third round, West switched
to the eight of hearts, which was won by the declarer’s king.
Now, if the hearts are divided 3-3, the hand presents no
problem. But a 4-2 break is more likely and the declarer must
consider what he can do to overcome that distribution.
The solution is to draw just two rounds of trumps, then
play on hearts. It may seem a little dangerous to leave a trump
outstanding, but if you study the matter more closely you will
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see that this line provides an extra chance and no additional
risk. If the hearts are 4-2 you are not going to make the contract
anyway. But there is a chance that the last trump will be in
the same hand as the long heart. As the cards lie, South draws
two trumps with the ace and queen, and then plays on hearts,
ruffing the fourth round with dummy’s king of spades.
Since there are always people who write to say ‘Your analysis
is wrong because…’, we will make a small safety play of our own
by adding that there is another line of play that may possibly
succeed. Suppose that declarer, ignoring the play we have
suggested, cashes ace of clubs, plays three rounds of trumps,
finishing in dummy, and ruffs a club. Then he plays off the fifth
trump. If East began with KQ, or any six clubs plus four hearts,
he will be squeezed. A good player would note this possibility but
would reject it in favor of the play described above.

Example 3
This type of hand is often a source of trouble in the bidding:
 K Q 5 2  A 10 9 3 2  9 3  A Q

You open 1 and partner responds 1NT. Do you then rebid 2 or
do you pass? Undoubtedly, the pass is correct, because partner
has had an opportunity to respond 1 on a four-card suit and
has not done so, and in any event, reversing into 2 would show
a much better hand. Some players seek to escape this problem
by employing the Flannery convention, but this brings its own
headaches, including giving away too much information to the
opponents.
When the deal below was played, South found a heart fit, but
then failed to respect his partner’s sign-off.
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 763
			
 K87
			
 A84
			
 8742
 J 9 8			
 J 6 5			 N
W
E
 K Q J 10			
S
 10 9 6
			
 KQ52
			
 A 10 9 3 2
			
 93
			
 AQ






A 10 4
Q4
7652
KJ53

The bidding went:
WEST
NORTH
EAST
SOUTH
				1
pass
2
pass
2
pass
3
pass
4
all pass

West led the king of diamonds and obviously prospects were
poor. To make the contract, South would need the club finesse
and he could afford to lose only one heart and one spade. He had
to find East with Axx, and for the club finesse and two leads up
to KQxx he would need three entries to the table. Only two were
visible — the ace of diamonds and the king of hearts.
South created the extra entry by a maneuver similar to that
used on Example 1. Having won the first trick with the ace of
diamonds, he successfully finessed the queen of clubs, then led
the ten of hearts and let it run to East’s queen. When the defense
played diamonds, South ruffed the third round with the nine
of hearts, led a low heart and finessed the eight, which held.
He played a spade to the king, entered dummy with the king of
hearts, and led another spade to the queen. When the spades
broke 3-3 he was able to claim the contract and was, no doubt,
proud of his enterprise.
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Example 4
While it is usual, as we remarked earlier, to postpone a finesse
in a side suit, there are times when it is clear that the finesse
must be taken some time and there may be advantages in taking
it early on.
			
 AK
			
 8742
			
 Q75
			
 A953
 Q J 10 9 6			
 K 10 9			 N
W
E
 J			
S
 Q 10 8 2
			
 74
			
 AQJ
			
 A 10 8 6 3 2
			
 K4






8532
653
K94
J76

In contrast to some that we have noted up to now, this hand was
quite well bid:
WEST
NORTH
		1
pass
1NT
pass
3
pass
4
all pass

EAST
pass
pass
pass
pass

SOUTH
1
3
4
6

This pair, like many today, played South’s 3 as forcing, and
North evaluated his diamond fit and controls correctly.
Bidding a slam with a combined 27 points and no singleton
or void is a good achievement, but South’s play was not as
commendable as the bidding. Having won the spade lead in dummy
he played the ace and another diamond, this being the best way to
avoid two losers in the suit. He was reasonably lucky in the trump
suit, but when the heart finesse lost he was one down.
What was wrong with the play? Well, the two red suits must
be studied in combination. If the heart finesse is right, then it is
right to play the diamonds as South did. But if the heart finesse
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is wrong, then declarer must play the trump suit to lose no tricks
at all. The only chance for this is to lead the queen from dummy,
in the hope of pinning a singleton jack in the West hand. (Note
that it will not help to drop a singleton king in either hand.)
Since the play in the trump suit depends on the fate of the
heart finesse, the declarer’s first move should be to test the
hearts by finessing the queen at Trick 2. West (unless he is
exceptionally perceptive) will win with the king. Knowing then
that he cannot afford to lose any trick in diamonds, South will
broach the suit by leading the queen from dummy. East will
probably not cover with the king; if he does, the jack will fall
under the ace and South will reenter dummy to finesse against
East’s 94.

Example 5
Sometimes it is not at all easy to work out the only distribution
of the adverse cards that will provide a chance for the contract.
South had a plan of sorts on the deal below, but at best he was
depending on a defensive error.
			
 K73
			
 Q9762
			
 72
			
 10 9 8
 J 10 5			
 A J 5			 N
W
E
 Q J 10 9 5			
S
 Q4
			
 A42
			
 K8
			
 AK4
			
 AJ532






Q986
10 4 3
863
K76

The bidding did not take long:
WEST
		
pass
pass
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NORTH
pass
3
3NT

EAST
pass
pass
all pass

SOUTH
2NT
3

South liked his prime cards and five-card suit enough to stretch
to a 2NT opening, and a simple transfer sequence led to 3NT.
West led the queen of diamonds.
There was not much point in holding up the first diamond
— it might even be a mistake to let the defense switch to spades
with a trick in the bag. South won the diamond lead, therefore,
and considered his prospects.
There was a reasonable chance to make four tricks in clubs.
With two entries to dummy, declarer could take two finesses; with
only one entry, he could lead low from hand, playing West for Qx
or Kx. But four clubs, two diamonds and two spades would add
up to only eight tricks. Having concluded that he would need at
least one trick from hearts, South led the king of hearts at Trick
2. He hoped that the defense, seeing the heart suit in dummy,
would allow the king to hold. West captured the ace of hearts at
once, however, and cleared the diamonds. Whether he played on
hearts or clubs now, South could make only eight tricks.
Since his aim was to slip through just one trick in hearts,
South should have thought of leading a low heart at Trick 2.
As it happens, this play confronts the defense with a dilemma
to which there is no answer. If West plays low, South wins with
the queen in dummy and switches to clubs, establishing four
tricks in this suit; if West goes up with the ace of hearts to clear
the diamonds, then South can make four tricks in hearts, which
also is enough for his contract.
This lead of a low heart has good chances of success even if
the hearts are not 3-3. Holding either Ax, or AJxx, West may
fail to go up with the ace, not realizing that declarer’s intention
is to go up with the queen and then abandon the suit.

Example 6
There are various suit combinations where the declarer seems
to need just a simple finesse; but when there is a possibility that
the critical card may be well guarded, he may need to be careful
which card he leads on the first round.
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 J932
			
 A83
			
 432
			
 642
 5			
 Q J 10 9 2			 N
W
E
 K 8 5			
S
 J 10 9 3
			
 A Q 10 4
			
 K76
			
 A 10 9
			
 AK5






K876
54
QJ76
Q87

Holding 20 points and a fair ration of tens and nines, South
opened classically with 2NT. North’s ace and jack were sufficient
for a raise to 3NT. (Note that it would be foolish for North, with
4-3-3-3 distribution, to bid a Stayman 3, looking for a fit in
spades. He would find the fit all right, but in spades there are
four inevitable losers, apart from the trump suit.)
West led the queen of hearts and South was confronted with
a simple proposition: if he could pick up the king of spades there
would be nine tricks — no more, no less.
Pleased to find that there were no problems, South won with
the ace of hearts and put the spade finesse to the test by leading
the jack from dummy. East did not oblige by covering with the
king — which would, indeed, have been poor play. When the jack
was not covered, South thought for a moment about unblocking
the ten. Realizing eventually that this could make no difference,
he played low from hand and followed with another spade,
finessing the ten. When West showed out it was apparent that
he would have to lose a spade to the king and would be unable
to make more than eight tricks.
All that was required here was to lead the nine from dummy
on the first round of spades, not the jack. Then the defense
cannot prevent the declarer from winning four spade tricks.
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Here are two more combinations where some care may be
needed:
1) Q 9 5
2) 10 7 6
		 		
		 A J 10 4		 A Q J 9 2

To pick up four fast tricks when East holds Kxxx, South must
lead the nine from dummy in the first example. In the second
example, South leads the ten from dummy and should unblock
the nine from his own hand. This will enable him to run five
quick tricks when West has a singleton eight.

Example 7
On the next hand South has a run of six cards in sequence from
the jack to the six, but the contract still depends on which card
he leads first.
			
 A J 10 8
			
 953
			
 A J 10
			
 A J 10
 K 4 3 2			
 K Q J 10			 N
W
E
 7 6			
S
 K87
			
 976
			
 A76
			
 KQ52
			
 632






Q5
842
9843
Q954

South ends up in 3NT after West has opened 1 in third seat.
West leads the king of hearts, and as this is evidently the danger
suit South holds up his ace until the third round. There are
seven tricks on top and a reasonably good lie of the spades will
produce the extra tricks that are required. Let us say that after
winning the third round of hearts South leads the nine of spades,
as many players would. East wins with the queen and returns a
diamond — the safest play available.
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Taking care not to block the diamonds, South wins with the
ace in dummy, cashes the jack, and overtakes the ten with the
queen. The position is then:
			
 A J 10
			
 —
			
 —
			
 A J 10
 K 4 3			
 10			N
W
E
 —			
S
 K8
			
 76
			
 —
			
 K
			
 632






5
—
9
Q954

When South leads the fourth diamond West must let go the ten
of hearts, while dummy throws a club. South now finesses the
ten of spades. If he has read the distribution well enough to
follow with the ace of clubs, he will test the defense: West must
drop the king of clubs to avoid being thrown in and forced to lead
another spade.
As we have seen, the endgame may be a little tricky. South
has no problem at all, on the other hand, if his first play in
spades is a low card towards the ten. Later on, he can advance
the nine of spades and make three tricks in the suit.

Example 8
To play a hand of bridge well, a declarer must study the prospects
in individual suits, and then form an overall plan that takes all
the elements into account.
Players are often advised to lead the highest card for a finesse
when they will not mind if this card is covered. On most hands,
holding 10xx opposite AJ98x, it would be in order to lead the
ten; but as we have seen, the entry position may have a bearing.
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INTERMEDIATE

Learn from
the Masters
In the 1970s, two of the best bridge writers of all time collaborated on a
series of eight small books on a number of aspects of cardplay at bridge.
These books have long been out of print, and are republished now
in two combined volumes, edited and updated by BRIDGE magazine
editor Mark Horton.
Imaginative Cardplay is the second of these two books, and
comprises the following titles from the original series: Those Extra
Chances in Bridge; Master the Odds in Bridge; Snares and Swindles in
Bridge; and The Art of Defense in Bridge.

Terence reese (1913-1996, UK) was a world champion and
one of the best-ever writers on the game. His Reese on Play
and The Expert Game are classics of bridge literature.
Roger Trézel (1918-1986, France) was a multiple
world champion. His partnership with Pierre Jaïs is
regarded as one of the greatest in the history of the
game.
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